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CONTACT INFORMATION 
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1300 792 393 

Fax: 

(08) 8127 8033 
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info@lgs.sa.gov.au 
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PO Box 6161 

West Lakes Shore South Australia 5020 
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INTRODUCTION 

The LGS Enterprise (LGE) Records Maintenance Module is a modern, flexible, multi-
user, data retrieval application for the easy management of records received and 
sent by the enterprise. 

Powerful MS .NET navigation tools including drop down lists, predictive text, and 
lookups aid data entry. Given a few simple input rules, you can retrieve records in a 
variety of ways.  

Attachment of related files is easy. Any file type recognised by Windows can be 
stored in the database. 

LGE Records: 

 uses a flexible file structure including GDS 20 

 supports file tracking 

 allows barcodes to be used for file tracking 

 employs the Microsoft Security Model 

This is important for sensitive documents.  

 is developed using MS Visual Studio .NET 2005, and runs on MS SQL Server 
2005 

 is written under LGE Open Source software agreement 

ABOUT THIS MANUAL 

This manual forms part of the documentation for Records Maintenance. The whole 
range of project documentation includes printed manual(s), help files, training notes 
and exercises, and online tutorials. 

The manual has a "how to" and reference sections. The "how to" section is designed 
to get you "up to speed" with the program and teach you to complete routine tasks in 
the quickest time. Once you have learned the basics, the reference section will fully 
explain all the programs features. 

There are several notations used throughout the documentation and are there to 
provide extra information: 

 Tip 

 

A tip is something that will make your life 
easier. Ignoring a tip will not affect the 

program. 
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 Note 

 

A note is important information that you 

should understand so that you get the most 
out of your program. 

  

 Caution 

 

A caution is very important information. If 

you do not understand what it says, you 
should get someone to explain it. 
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STARTING THE PROGRAM 

The LG System Inc. Records Maintenance uses clickonce technology to ensure you 
have the latest version of the software. 

With clickonce, LG System Inc. copies updates to your server whenever it releases 
an update. 

When you open the program, it will check your server to see if there is a newer 
version. If there is, the program updates itself after seeking confirmation that you 
wish to update. 

 Caution 

 

Install newer versions of your program as 

soon as they are available. 
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CLICKONCE INSTALLATION 

You will need to be an administrator to install an application using clickonce. The 
steps to install are: 

1. Open your Internet browser 

2. Type "http://lgeclickonce/lgeproduction" in the address bar 

3. Click the go button 

A new document window opens with links to install PIAs (Primary Interop 
Assemblies), the Report Viewer, and LG System Inc. applications. 

 

If you need to install the Microsoft Office Professional 2003 PIAs follow steps 4 to 8. 

4. Click the link to Office PIAs 

The Office PIAs allow tight integration between the LG System Inc. 

application and Microsoft Office. 
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5. Read the security message. If you agree with what it says click the save button 

 

6. Save the installer to the desktop 

a. Click the desktop icon on the save dialog 

b. Accept the default name 

c. Click the save button 
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A dialog showing download progress opens... 

 

...that changes when the download has finished 

7. When the download is complete click the run button 
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8. Review the security warning and if you accept it click the run button 

 

A dialog showing configuration progress will open 

The installation of the PIAs is now complete. If you need to install the Microsoft 
Reporting Services Report Viewer, follow steps 9 to 14. 

9. Click the link to the report viewer 

The report viewer allows you to view, print, and save reports. 

 

10. Read the security warning and then click the save button 

11. Save the report viewer installer to the desktop by clicking the desktop icon on 
the "save as" dialog box (the default file name is fine), followed by the save 
button 
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12. When the download completes, click the run button 

 

13. Review the security warning message and if you accept what it says click the 
run button 

14. Follow the Report Viewer Setup Wizard 

You will have to accept the End User Licence Agreement to complete the 
setup process 

The report viewer is now ready for use. The next step is installing the application. 
The instructions use Records Management as an example. 

15. Click the link to the module you are installing 

The document window will show a page with a list of applications for the 

module. 

16. Click the link to the application you are installing 

An information page about the application opens, listing prerequisites. If 

you have followed these steps, your computer will meet the 
prerequisites. 
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17. If your computer meets the prerequisites, click the "launch" link 

The application will install and run. You have finished the installation 
process. 

 

A dialog box confirming the application is checking for updates will 

display. 
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18. Read the security warning, then click the install button to continue the 
installation process 

 

Once the application has installed, it will open ready for use. 
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ADD OR EDIT FILES 

Files are containers for records. A good file structure makes accessing and 
maintaining your records much easier. 

 

To add a file: 

1. Open the Files Form page 

2. Click the add new file button on the file browser 

The files form opens showing a newly created file. 

 

3. If you are using a custom numbering system give the file a number 

This is an optional step. You can use the default number. 

4. Give the file a name. 

The file name makes it easier to identify the file's contents. The name is 

part of the file number shown in the file view window. 
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5. Enter the file's barcode 

This field is optional, if you do not use barcodes you can leave it blank 

 

6. Select a function from the items in the drop down list 

7. Select an activity from the drop down list 

8. Select a subject from the drop down list 

If you cannot see the file's subject, you will have to create it. See 
"Subjects Tab" on page 41 

The file number field at the top of the file information area changes to reflect your 
choices. Note that the file number is a composite of the function, activity, subject, 
and item number. You can change the file number to your own numbering system at 
any time before you save the file. 

8. Add data to the other data fields as necessary  

a. Select the GDS 20 number from the drop down list. 

The Disposal Type and Disposal Action are automatically displayed based 

on the GDS 20 number 

b. Click the sentenced check box to mark the file for destruction 

c. Select the sentence date 

The sentenced date should be the date the record’s destruction date, 
subject to approval 

In the other details area there are extra fields provided for GDS 20 disposal 
schedule, disposal type, disposal action, list number, series, location, sentenced and 
date sentenced, aboriginal issues, box, and date closed. 
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8. Click the notes tab to add file notes 

9. Click the functions, activities, and subjects tabs if you need more information 
for file classification 

The functions, activities, and subject tabs provide a description of the 
items selected in the drop down lists in steps 2, 3, and 4 above. If you 

make a mistake, select again. Use the drop down list on the tabs or the 
browse buttons to move through the choices. A subject is added by 
clicking the add button on the browser and entering details in the name 

and description fields. Once you save, the subject will be in the subject's 
drop down list. 

 

10. Click the save button on the toolbar to save your file 
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ADD A RECORD 

Records are the focus of the Records Maintenance program. 

 

The workflow for adding a record is identify the record's file, enter the record, and 
attach the entity (contact). 

To add a record to an existing file, follow these steps: 

1. If the Records Form isn't showing, click the Records Form button on the status 
bar 

2. Allocate the record to a file by clicking the file in the file view: 

a. Find an existing file using the file browser or locate it in the file view 
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Or, 

b. Create a new file 

 Tip 

 

If you create a record in the wrong file, you can 
"drag and drop" it to a different one. 

See "Add or Edit Files" on page 13  

3. Click the new record icon on the records browser 

 Caution 

 

A flashing exclamation mark  means a field's 

data is incorrect. 

 

4. Enter the record name in the description field 

5. Enter the type of record, this can be selected from the choices provided in the 
drop down list or you may add your own 
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The choices are letter, memo, email, form, or photograph. 

 

6. Enter the record's information flow direction 

You can choose between received or sent. 

7. Enter how the record arrived 

The choices are post, email, counter, courier, or registered post. 

8. Enter a series number 

The normal choice for series number is the record ID number, but you 
can use this field to track a series of records linked by a number you 

choose. 

9. Enter a record date 

The record date is the date on the record. 

10. Enter the received date 

11. Enter a subject 

The subject and record number combined create a meaningful name for 

the record. You can see the name in the file view. 

12. Click the details tab 

13. Enter record details  

a. Click the FYI check box if you want to flag the record "for your 
information" 

b. Click the acknowledged check box to flag the record as acknowledged 

c. Click the completed check box to show tasks for the record have finished 

d. Select the responsible officer from the drop down list if necessary. Click 
the task button to add the record to the responsible officer's tasks 

 Note 

 

Assigning a task will open Outlook if it is 
not already open. If it opens behind the 

records' window, you will need to select it 
from either the status bar or system tray to 

bring it to the front. 
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e. Click the action required check box and select the required by date to 
assign a deadline for the task 

f. Add notes about the record to the notes field 

Search the notes field using the keyword search report. 

 Tip 

 

Using the notes field can be a powerful tool 

when it comes to searching for records. 
Enter a good description of the record, 

using words you might search on later. 

 

14. Click the author (contact) tab 

a. Click the find or add author button to open the search dialog. 

The format for names is surname, title, given names with a comma 
separating the surname and title. 
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b. Click the edit author button if you need to change entity (contact) details 

c. Click the address correct or change button if you need to change address 
details 

You can select different address types can including street, postal, 
delivery, billing, and voting addresses. You have the option of 
correcting the existing address or changing it completely. 

d. click the address add button to add a new address for the contact 

 Note 

 

Any notes entered in the notes field for 
contact details are attached to the contact 

rather than the record. 

ADD TO THE TO-DO LIST 

You can assign a task to someone else's to-do list. 
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To assign a task: 

1. Click the new task button 

2. Select task Status from the drop down list 

The choices are Action Required, Actioned, Closed, Declined, 
Forward, and FYI (For Your Information). 

3. Select the responsible Officer from the Assigned To drop down list. 

4. Select the Assigned By employee 

The current logged-on user is the default, but you can select a different 
employee if you are assigning a task on their behalf. 

5. Select the task's deadline from the Required By calendar 

6. Add any notes 

7. Include the attachments for the task by selecting the Assigned check box 

8. Click the Done button 

Records Maintenance treats addresses separately from entities. Each entity can 
have multiple addresses including billing, delivery, plot, postal, street, and voting 
address. Each address can have multiple entities as well. 
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To add an address: 

15. Click the add address button 

Select the address type from the drop down list provided when you click 
the button. When you make your selection, the address form will open. 
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16. Select the address format from the provided list 

When you select an address format, the form will change to display the 
relevant fields 

 

17. Enter the address details in the provided fields 

Some fields have a predictive text feature that offers values based on 

your entry. You can select the offered values if you want or keep typing if 
you cannot see a match. 

18. Click the OK button to associate the address with the entity 

To edit an address: 

19. Click the edit address button  

You will be able to correct the current address or process a change of 
address 

 

20. Select whether you want to correct the existing address or enter a new address 

21. Enter the address in the provided fields 
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When you select address type the form changes to show fields for that 
type. Some fields have a predictive text feature that suggests values for 

you. 

22. Click the OK button to associate the address 

View an entity address by selecting it from the address type drop down list. The text 
box below shows the address; you can copy and paste it into other applications. 

23. Click the attachments tab 

 

24. Add any attachments to the file 

You can add files from either your PC or network, or scan directly into the 

Records Maintenance program. Once you add an attachment, moving or 
deleting the original will not affect the record. 

a. To add a local or network file click the import file button, browse to the 
file, and save. 

Clicking this button will open the standard Windows attach file dialog box. 

b. To scan an attachment, click the scan button. 

If your scanner isn't in the list, click the add scanner button to register it 

with Records Maintenance 

 Note 

 

All attachments are stored in the Records 
Maintenance database. Moving or deleting 

the original files will not affect your record 
management. 

25. Click the save button on the records toolbar 

If you make a mistake, click the cancel changes button instead. 
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 Note 

 

It is a good policy to "save often". If you 

have not saved for a long time and cancel 
changes, you can lose your unsaved work. 

If you have unsaved changes [edited] 
appears in the status bar as a warning. 
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ADD AN ENTITY 

Entities, also known as authors or contacts, are the people and organisations that 
interact with your organisation. Employees are a special type of entity; you need to 
add them so the integration with Microsoft Outlook works properly. 

 Note 

 

You need Microsoft Office 2003 or later and 

the Microsoft Office Primary Interop 

Assemblies (PIA) to integrate with Microsoft 
Outlook. 

 

To add an entity to your system: 

1. Click the find or add a person or organisation button on the author tab in 
Records Maintenance 
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The entity form will open. 

2. Enter the entity's surname in the surname box 

The more information you add, the better the search results. If the entity 
is an organisation, click the organisation check box and enter the 

organisation name. 

3. Click the Search button 

The application will search the entity database and provide a series of 

closely matched entries. This step will help reduce duplicate entries in 
your contacts. 

4. Check the similar entries and 

a. Click the entity you wish to use in the similar entries grid, then click the 
commit button to use the contact 

Or, if you can't find the entity 

b. Enter the entity's details and click the commit button to enter the contact 
in the entity table and use him as the current record's author 

If you provide an email address, you will be able to email the contact 
directly from within all LG System Inc. programs with a simple button 

click. 

The match slider control adjusts the sensitivity of the similar entries search. If you 
adjust it by dragging the button, the search repeats using the new sensitivity. Moving 
the control towards "More" will return more matches but they may not be as close to 
the name you entered. 
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SEARCHING 

 Records Maintenance has a powerful search facility. 

To conduct a search: 

1. Click the search button on the main toolbar 

 

The search window will open on the right of screen, resizing the records 
form. 

2. Select from file, series, record, date, address, or keyword searches by clicking 
the search tabs. 

 

3. Enter parameters for your search and click the search button 

If you click cancel, the search screen closes and the entry form returns to 

its original size. 

4. Select the search result that matches your needs in the and click the select 
button 
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RUN REPORTS 

Records Maintenance has a variety of reports to extract formatted information. 

 

To run a report: 

1. Click on the report options button on the orange status bar at the bottom of 
screen 

 

The reports screen will open. 

2. Select the report from the tabs 

The choices are document register, files list, intention to destroy, 

correspondence register, records series report, status report, keyword 
listing report, records by file report, and action list by person. 

As you click on each tab, a description of the report shows in the description area. 

3. Provide report parameters by selecting the check boxes. In general: 

a. Dates can be selected from the drop down calendar 
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b. When a check box is not selected, the text box beside it becomes greyed 
out and check box contains a wildcard (*) symbol to indicate all values 

4. Click the view report button at bottom right 

While the report is running, you will see an animation displaying 
progress. 

 

The report viewer opens, showing the selected report. 

 

5. Click on the records form button on the status bar to return to the Records 
Management screen 
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HOW TO USE THE SPELL CHECKER 

The spell checker automatically checks the spelling in a text box when you leave. If a 
word is misspelt, it will display a screen with options to ignore, add, or change the 
misspelling for a word from its dictionary. If there are no misspellings, the spell 
checker takes no action. 

 

The word "Sandown" is unknown to the spell checker 

 

The spell checker offers several ways to deal with a misspelling 

If a spelling error is found: 

1. Check the word is not misspelt but not in the spell check dictionary 

2. If the word is not misspelt and you want to add it to the dictionary, click the add 
button 

3. If the word is misspelt click on the correct spelling, then click the replace button 
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4. If you've misspelt the word in more than one place in the text being checked 
you can replace all occurrences with the selected correction by clicking the 
replace all button 

5. If the word is not misspelt but you do not want to add it to the dictionary click 
the ignore button 

6. If the word is not misspelt but you do not want to add it to the dictionary and 
you know you've used the word more than once in the text being checked, click 
the ignore all button 

7. To close the spell checker without doing anything click the cancel button 
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FILE TRACKING 

If you want to request a file, show a file as received, show a file as re-filed, flag a file 
as action required, or show a file as "actioned" you can use the records management 
program or one of the utilities. These instructions are for the Records Maintenance 
program: 

 

1. Click the file tracking tab in records management 
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2. Click the add new button 

This creates a new tracking record, shown in the history section. 

 

3. Add the activity date from the date combo box 

The default value is the current date. If you wish to change it, select a 
date from the calendar. 

4. Select an action from the drop down list 

The provided values are action required, actioned, received, requested, 
or re-filed. 

5. Select a name from the drop down list 

The drop down list contains all the employees. The logged on user is the 
default value. 

6. Add a location 

The provided values are compactuses, checked out, archived, or 
destroyed. 

7. Add any notes about the transaction in the comments field 
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8. Click the save button at the top of the screen to save the transaction 

 

See "File Request Tool" on page 96 

See "Resubmit Tool" on page 102 
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FILES 

This area is where you create and maintain the records management files. 

 

The files screen is broken into three main areas: file information, file listing, and tabs 
for notes, functions, activities, and subjects. 

File Information 

The file information area is further broken into two sections. The top section has file 
information including name, barcode, function, activity, and subject. 

The file number is a unique number generated by the system. The file number field is 
updated as you enter details. You can use your own file number by replacing the 
default number anytime before you save. You cannot change the file number after 
saving. 

The file name is the "human" touch. If you give the file a meaningful name, you will 
find it easier to maintain your files. The file displayed in a file details window 
throughout the records suite will show the file number and name. 

Function and Activity are from the GDS 20 thesaurus. Select values from the drop 
down list by clicking. 
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Subjects are user defined. To add a subject to the subject list you will have to create 
and save it. See "Subjects Tab" on page 41 

Use the other details part of this area for GDS 20 disposal schedule, disposal type, 
disposal action, list number, series, location, sentenced and date sentenced, 
aboriginal issues, box, and date closed. 

The GDS 20 disposal schedule contains descriptions of the predefined disposal 
numbers. You can see the disposal schedule values in the disposal type and 
disposal action fields. You can copy the field's values to the Windows clipboard but 
cannot edited them. 

Use the list number if you have a system of prepared lists for your file disposal. This 
is an optional field. 

Location and box are additional fields to track physical file location. These are 
optional as well. The system sets file location from file tracking but the box field is for 
your use. 

Use series number if you want to use a number to link multiple records. This is also 
an optional field. 

 Tip 

 

The series number can be a nuber, text, or 
combination of both.. 

File Destruction 

The destruction cycle for a file is: 

1. Close the file 

2. After the correct period (set by State Records) set the sentence date 

3. When the sentence period (set by State Records) has elapsed the record can 
be destroyed 

 Caution 

 

Do not destroy files without permission from State 

Records. Use Intention to Destroy Report to aid this 
process. 

See "Intention to Destroy Report" on page 82 
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Close the file by selecting the Closed Date check box and the closed date from the 
date picker. 

To sentence a file, and flag it for destruction, select the sentenced check box - it will 
then have a tick to show its sentenced status. Make sure the sentenced date is 
correct. The date defaults to the current date, which is correct in most 
circumstances. 

File Listing and Subject Listing 

The file listing area is a grid displaying all the files in numerical order. You can 
quickly select a file by clicking on it in the left hand margin. You can sort by any of 
the columns by clicking the column heading. Clicking the heading a second time will 
reverse the sort order. 

The subject listing is a grid displaying the subjects for the current file's Function and 
Subject. 

Tabs 

The tabs at the right of screen show the file notes and notes, functions and activities 
including descriptions. 

Notes 

The notes tab provides an area to make notes and store information about the file. 
The notes are searchable. 

Functions 

This tab displays the function name and description. 

You can navigate through the functions using the file browser. To edit the function's 
description, type the required information in the provided field and click save on the 
main toolbar. 

Activities 

This tab displays the activity name and description. 

You can edit the activities description in the same way as editing the function. 

Subjects 

This tab displays the subject name and description. 

You can edit the description. Click the save button to save changes to the file. 
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Moving Files 

It is easy to move files. 

To move a file, select it from the file view by clicking it and then click the edit file 
button. Files do not support drag and drop moving. 

Once you are in the files form, you can change the function, activity, and subject. 
Saving the file it will move it to its new location. 

 Tip 

 

If a file has a function, activity, and subject but the 
new location is just a function and activity, save 

the file in its current function and activity without a 
subject before completing the move. 

Notes Tab 

This tab provides an area to make notes about a file. 

 

You create notes by typing in the notes field, click the save button to save when you 
have finished. Search for text entered as notes using keyword and notes searches. 

Functions Tab 

This tab provides details about a file's function. 
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You can browse the existing functions by using the browser navigation buttons. 

Functions are the top most level in the GDS 20 records management specification 
defined by the South Australian Government. The installation program adds the GDS 
20 functions to your Records Maintenance program by default. There are 20 
functions in the current specification: 

1. Animal Management 

2. Community Relations 

3. Development Control 

4. Economic Development 

5. Environmental Management 

6. Equipment and Stores 

7. Financial Management 

8. Fleet Management 

9. Governance 

10. Government Relations 

11. Health Management 

12. Human Resource Management 

13. Information Management 

14. Infrastructure 

15. Legal Provisions 

16. Property Management 

17. Social, Cultural, and Community Services 

18. Strategic Management 

19. Technology and Communication 

20. Traffic Management 

You can use the description field to explain the function's internal use. 

Activities Tab 

This tab provides details about a file's activity. 
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You can browse the existing activities by using the browser navigation buttons. Click 
the save button to save the activity. 

Activities are the second level in file description and are common throughout the 
functions. For example, activities like appointment scheduling are found in all 
functions, while an activity like discipline might only appear under human resource 
management. 

Human resource management has a function number of 12 and the activity 

"discipline" is 29, so the file number would start 12.29.x, where x is the subject. As 

a further example, the number for appointment scheduling is 5, so animal 

management appointment scheduling is 1.5.x.x, community relations appointment 

scheduling 2.5.x.x and so on. 

The activities are part of the GDS thesaurus and created as part of your system set-
up. 

The description field is where you can add a description and usage notes for your 
own (internal) use. 

Subjects Tab 

This tab provides details about a file's subject. 

 

Browse subjects by using the navigation buttons. Click the save button to save the 
subject. 

Subjects are the lowest level, used to simplify file structure and maintenance. Each 
subject is user defined. 
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To create a new subject: 

 

1. Click the new subject button. 

2. Enter a subject number. Usually you would enter the same value listed 
alongside "of". 

3. Enter a subject name. 

4. Enter a subject description. This step is optional. 

5. Click the save button 
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RECORD 

Enter record information using this window. If you cannot see it, click the Records 
Form button at the bottom of screen 

 

The hierarchy of the LG System Inc. Records Maintenance is: 

 

Files 

The file is the top level in records management. Think of it as you would a folder in a 
filing cabinet. A file can contain one or many records. 
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Records 

The records are items tracked by the records management program. They are 
similar to the documents you place in the folders in the filing cabinet. 

Attachments 

Attachments are computer-based files relating to records. The attachment becomes 
part of the database rather than a link. 

Process 

The process of adding a record to the records management program is: 

1. Identify the file the record belongs in: 

a. Attach the record to an existing file  

Or, 

b. Create a new file 

2. Create a new record 

3. Select the record type  

4. Select the travel direction 

5. Select how the record was received 

6. Enter a series identifier, if required 

7. Select the record date from the calendar 

8. Select a received date from the drop down calendar 

9. Enter a subject, which should be a meaningful name to aid managing your 
records and files 

10. Select the author 

a. Assign an existing entity as the author 

b. Create a new entity  

11. Add record details  

12. Add attachments  

13. Track file movement  

FILE DETAILS 

The left hand side of the records form shows the file hierarchy. 
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The files can be expanded by clicking the '+' symbol. Expanded file views can be 
collapsed by clicking '-'. Functions, Activities, and Subjects are depicted by a folder 
icon; Files by a folder/ page icon; and records by a book icon. 

To move a record to another file drag and drop it onto the new file. 
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 Tip 

 

To drag and drop a record, left mouse click 

on the record and hold the mouse button 
down while you move the cursor to the new 

location. When you are over the new 
location, release the mouse button. 

The screen pointer will indicate if you can 
drag and drop to the current location. 

RECORD DETAILS 

The record details area is for information about the record. There is a toolbar at the 
top and fields where you can see, add, or edit details. 

 

The toolbar has standard navigation tools that allow you to select the first, previous, 
next and last records within the selected file. It also displays the record number and 
the count of records in the selected file. 

There are buttons for creating a new record and quick links to show the records 
details and attachments. The right of the toolbar shows the logged on user. 

When you create a new record, default values pre-populate the details. 

The top of the details section displays the file number and name in separate fields. 
You can move a record by entering a new file number and saving. You cannot 
change the file name using the file name field, but you can copy and paste it into any 
application that supports the Windows' clipboard. 

The Security Group allows or denies a user access to a record based on their login. 
The correct security is required for the settings to have any affect. 
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There are drop down combo boxes with common values for type, direction, and how 
the record was received. Click on the arrow to see the value list for each and click 
the one you want. You can add a value if it is not on the list. The record saves your 
value but does not update the list. 

The series field is used to link records that otherwise do not have a relationship, 
such as sharing a file location. You can use numbers, text, or a combination of both 
for the series. 

Select the record date and received date using the date picker. 

The file view shows the subject added to the record number as the identification for 
the record. 

 Tip 

 

If you use a brief description of the record 
for the subject, it will be easier to identify 

records in the file view. 

Details Tab 

The details tab is shows more detailed information about the record. 

 

FYI, acknowledged, and completed are check boxes that you can select to provide 
more information. You can search or run a report to find records with them selected. 

You can assign the record to a responsible officer, selected from a drop down list, in 
the employee section. The task button will create a task using the to-do utility for the 
responsible officer. Make sure you select the action required check box and a date 
from the date picker when you assign a task. 

If the record you are creating a task for has an attachment, you can included it with 
the task. This is a good way to assign records to responsible officers because the 
original remains with the record's officer. 
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See "Add to the To-do List" on page 83 

 

Task created by Records Maintenance 

 

To-do tasks for a responsible officer. 
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The notes section is for your use. You can search your notes using the keyword 
search. Anything that is in the notes field is included in the task sent via Outlook. 

 Tip 

 

Use the notes field to summarise the record with 

key words you think you will use later to find the 
record. A powerful search tool that focusses on key 

words is part of the installation. 

 

 Note 

 

You can use the notes field to hold confidentiality 
information about the record. That way anyone 

with access will not inadvertently release a record 
and waive the confidentiality clauses applying to it. 

Attachments Tab 

Computer based files are added to a record using the attachments tab. When you 
create an attachment, the database adds a copy of the target. If you move or delete 
the original, you can still access theRecords Maintenance copy. 

 Note 

 

When you add a file, you should consider 

file size. 

Save images in .jpg, .png, or other 

compressed formats. These formats create 

smaller files than bitmaps (.bmp). 

You can further reduce file size by scanning 

at a lower resolution. 

Save scanned pages as .tif files. 

Zip large files if you cannot use a 
compressed file format. 
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Add an attachment by either clicking the import attachments or acquire an image 
button. If you choose to import attachments, you can link files from your hard drive or 
a network location. The standard Windows open file dialog guides you through this 
process. 

If you have a compliant scanner installed, you can scan directly into Records 
Maintenance. Click the select scanner button make the scanner a recognised device. 
Once recognised, use the scanner by clicking the acquire image button. Clicking this 
button opens the scanner interface, which varies depending on the scanner model. 
Refer to your scanner documentation for more information. 

Use the browser navigation buttons to move through the attachments, selecting each 
in turn. You can also select an attachment by clicking beside it in the left margin. 

 

You can save notes for each attachment. Enter text in the annotations field. As you 
select each attachment the annotations field displays the previously entered notes. 

View an attachment by clicking its name. The attachment displays using the default 
viewer for the file type. This is a Windows setting. 

When you have added an attachment, you should save the record. 

Author Tab 

Use the author tab to add and edit the record's entity or author. Author, entity, and 
contact are the same thing. 
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 Note 

 

Entity is the preferred term. 

An author or contact implies an individual 
whereas an entity can include an 

organisation as well as a person. 

 

You can search for an entity, add a new entity, or edit the displayed entity in the 
contact details area of the author tab. 
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 Tip 

 

You cannot edit greyed fields but you can 

copy them. For example, if you select and 
copy the address you can then paste it into 

another application. 
If you are creating a letter in Word this can 

be a great time saver. 

Search for an Author 

Open the author search is clicking the find or add a person or organisation button. 
Searching for existing entities is part of the add process. 

 

Searches can be by name or for an organization. To search for an individual, enter 
name details in the provided fields. If you wish to search for an organisation, click the 
Organization check box and enter the organisation name. The "less or more" slider 
controls the number of matches, based on how closely the text matches the search. 
The clear/ new button will clear all the fields ready for a new search. 

After you enter the search text, click the search button. Adjusting the slider will start 
the search as well. Click on the author in the search grid to add the details to the 
form, and then click the commit button to add the entity to the record. 
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 Note 

 

It is important to select the entity from the 

search results. If you click the commit 
button without selecting you will create 

another entity. 

Add an Author 

If the search is unsuccessful, enter the author's details in the matching fields. are All 
searches use the name details, so you should add as much information as possible 
to aid future searching. There are fields for title, given name, surname, and suffix. 
You can show the entity is an organisation by using the check box and adding an 
organisation name. The full name and search name fields, in grey, are for reference. 
You can copy these fields by "dragging" with the mouse, right mouse click, and 
select copy from the context menu. 

There are primary telephone, fax, email, other telephone numbers, web site, builders 
licence, and ABN fields. Use these fields as required. The email and web site 
information provides a quick link to email and Internet programs from within Records 
Maintenance. 

The employee number is a read only field and is for employees with valid domain 
profiles. Your network administrator sets them up. The AOS login ID, again read 
only, shows the user name used for Advanced Online Services (AOS). 

The date of birth and date of death fields have a date picker control to aid date 
selection. To make faster selection, click on the year or month to select another. 

The in cemetery field is used in conjunction with date of death to safeguard against 
inappropriate mail merging from Records Maintenance 

The history tab contains a table displaying edit history including reason, date of edit, 
and person who made the changes. 

Once you have entered the entity's details, click the commit button to add the entity 
to the record. 

Edit the Selected Author 

If you need to edit an author's contact details, such as telephone numbers, click the 
change this person's details button. 

The entity details dialog opens, where you can enter the contact's name, 
organisation, telephone number(s), Internet information, and other information. 

You can find similar entries and view the edit history for the selected contact. 
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Entity Address 

The Records Maintenance program uses LG System Inc.'s standard entity tool to 
add and edit entities including entity addresses. Addresses comply with the current 
Australian Standard, AS4590-1999 for address formatting. The addresses also 
comply with GNAF (Geocoded National Address File) data structure. As part of this 
compliance, Records Maintenance treats addresses as locations and entities are 
associated with an address. If the entity "moves” it is associated with a new address. 
The old address still exists, with or without another entity attached. 

This approach allows a flexible approach to address maintenance and helps 
maintain address history for an entity. 
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When you select an address type from the drop down list, the form will change so 
that it only displays the valid fields for that type of address. 

Some fields have predictive text and will offer previously entered values. Not all 
fields need filling, but it is a good idea to enter as much information as possible to 
improve addressing accuracy. 

When you have entered the main address details, click the search button to see if it 
is an existing address. If it has, you can click it in the search results grid and click the 
select button to add the entered details to the form. When you select an address 
from the search results, you can preview all the fields on the right hand side of the 
form, in the grey coloured boxes. 

The history tab displays a list of address changes for the current address type and 
entity. 

File Tracking Tab 

The file tracking tab reports the physical location of the file, and a history of file 
movement. 

 

The history grid displays transactions for the selected file. Clicking in the left margin 
will select the transaction, displaying its details as the activity details in the fields 
above the grid. 
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Use the browser to move through the records by clicking the first, previous, next, or 
last arrows. You can enter a number directly where it says file X of X (file 2 of 3 in 
the above image) and press enter on your keyboard. 

The add new button creates a new transaction. 

Date 

Date is the actual transaction date. The default is set to the current date but is 
changeable when requesting a file for a later date. 

Comments 

This field is for comments and additional information about the transaction. Search 
for text used in the comments field using keyword and note searches. 

Action 

Action describes the type of transaction. The choices are: action required, actioned, 
received, requested, or re-filed. 

Name 

The name list contains all employees, click on one to select it. The default is the 
logged on user. 

Location 

Location refers to the file location after the request. The choices are compactuses, 
checked out, archived, or destroyed. You can enter your own value in the combo box 
by typing it in. Your own value is saved for this transaction but not be added to the 
list. Contact support for additions to the location list. 

Complete File Tab 

The complete file tab displays a table showing the contents of the selected file. 

 

The tab contents change as you navigate through the files, showing the content of 
the current file. 

Selecting a record on the complete file tab loads the record into the record area. 
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ENTITIES 

Entities are the people and/ or organisations that interact with your company. You 
may refer to them as contacts or authors, but entity is the term used by the program. 

 Note 

 

The LG System Inc. suite of applications 

uses a common entity table in the 

database. This means if you add or edit an 
entity in the Records Maintenance program 

the changes occur wherever the entity is 
used. 

 

The entities screen has three main areas, one each for details, history, and similar 
entries. There are buttons at the bottom for attaching the entity to the record in 
Records Maintenance 

Details 

The details area is where you add the basic contact details for the entity. 

If the entity is an organisation, click the Organization check box to mark the entity 
as such. Enter the organization name in the provided text box. 
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The entity's name, if a person, comes next. Use the title, given names, surname, 
and suffix to complete the name. 

If the entity is an organisation, you can still add surname and given names for a 
contact within the organisation. In this case, the entity has an organisation icon. 

 Note 

 

The icons for entities are: 
 for a single person entity 

 for an organisation 

The full name field displays the formatted entry while the sort name field shows the 
indexed name, used for searching. These fields are read only. Telephone numbers 
come next. There are fields for primary telephone numbers and fax numbers. The 
email field follows. If you complete the email field, you will be able to generate email 
to the entity from Records Maintenance 

The details tab on the right of screen has a field for other telephone numbers, such 
as a mobile. The suite uses the web site field to open links. 

Use the Builder's Licence Number and Australian Business Number (ABN) fields 
for entities that are builders or a registered business. You cannot modify the 
employee number and AOS Login ID from this screen. 

There are fields for Date of Birth, Date of Death, and In Cemetery. The Date of 
Death field will prevent mail merges including deceased entities, which may cause 
distress to surviving family members. The In Cemetery check box will allow the entity 
to be included in mail merges where you need to identify deceased persons such as 
those buried within your council's cemeteries. 

There is an Other Details field where you can store anything else not covered by its 
own field. 

Addresses are separate from entities. An entity can have more than one address 
and an address can have more than one entity. The database creates links between 
entities and addresses, which makes database management simpler. You can add 
and edit addresses on the author tab in Records Maintenance 
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History 

 

The history section of the screen provides an audit trail of edits made to the selected 
entity. 

The data grid layout shows who edited the entity and the date it was altered. 

Similar Entries 

The similar entries functionality provides simple database management, ensuring 
each entity has only one database entry. Repeated entries can be one of the most 
daunting aspects of database management. 

To use this feature, enter the entity's details such as surname and click the search 
button. 

The program uses an algorithm, based on the number of changes it takes to match 
the entered details with existing entries, to return a list of the closest matches. 

Use the slider control to set search sensitivity. Adjusting the control to more will 
return more similar entries but at a cost of longer search times. Sliding the more/ less 
control will automatically run the search again when you release the control. 

To select an entry, click on the display name. The selected entry will be loaded into 
the details fields. If you cannot find a match, enter the entity's details in the provided 
fields. 

Click the commit button to add the selection as the contact or author for your record. 

 Note 

 

The Entity Maintenance Program will allow 
you to merge entities. Use this feature if 

you find the same entity with more than 
one entry. 
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Buttons 

 

Use the buttons at the top are to control the entities program. 

The clear/new button will clear the details field to allow a new search or to create a 
new entity from scratch. 

The commit button attaches the entity details shown in the details area of the screen. 
(You would use this button if you have created a new entity, and after searching for 
similar entries have decided to use the new one.) 

The cancel button closes the entity screen without attaching an entity to the current 
record. 

New Entities 

If you have searched for an entity and cannot find it, clicking the commit button will 
create a new entity using the details provided in the field(s). The program creates a 
new entity whenever you click the commit button without populating the entity form 
from the search results. 

Save 

If you create a new entity, or change details for an existing one, do not forget the 
database is not updated until you click the save button. 

 Tip 

 

Save often! The cancel changes feature will 

roll back the database to your last save. 

SEARCHES 

The LG System Inc. Records Maintenance program uses a powerful search engine. 
You can use it to find and show a file's contents; a series of records; or records by 
number, sender's address, or keywords. 
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When you click the search button, the file search window opens. The Record’s 
window resizes to fit. Clicking the cancel button closes the search window. 

Run searches by: 

1. Selecting the search type 

2. Entering the parameters 

3. Clicking on the search button 

Some searches allow the use of wildcards in search parameters. 

 Tip 

 

About Wildcards 

A Wildcard is a special character that 
matches all other characters. The "*" will 

replace any number of characters, while "?" 
is a character-by-character replacement. 

For example, rab* and rab??? would both 

be matches for rabbit. rab* would also 

match rabbet, rabbi, rabble, rabid, and 

rabies. rab??? would match rabbet, 

rabble, and rabies. 

You can search for phrases by enclosing the 
phrase in double quotes. A search for 

"white rabbit" will return anything where 

white rabbit occurs while a search for white 

rabbit (not enclosed in double quotes) will 

match anything containing white or rabbit. 

The default search is by file. Enter the file number and click search. The data grid 
displays the matching record’s file contents. You can sort the records by any of the 
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fields (columns) by clicking the header. The first click sorts the records in ascending 
order, the next click sorts in descending order. 

Select the record by clicking beside it and then click the select button. 

File Search 

The file search tab allows you to enter a file number or GDS 20 number as search 
parameters. Select the radio button alongside the entry field and enter the file 
number you want. 

The file number field will accept wildcards in place of actual characters. 

Series Search 

 

Use the series search to find records using a common series number. 

 

The series number is a required parameter, if you leave it blank the search will return 
zero results. The parameter does not accept wildcards; the series number must be 
complete. 
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Record Search 

 

The record search accepts a record number as its search parameter. It will accept 
wildcards, like "*", as part of the search string. 

Date Search 

 

The date search uses inclusive start and finish dates. Clicking the month or year in 
the date picker reveals buttons that allow quick selection of dates. 
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Address Search 

 

The address search finds records sent from an entered address, using wildcards if 
necessary. The records in the above example are from 119, Kelly Road, Modbury 
SA 5092; and serve as a good example of how wildcards work. 

Keyword Search 

 

Use the keyword search to find text from the notes field for records. 
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To search by keyword, enter text in the search for field. This search is a free text 
type search, which looks for the search string irrespective of where it appears in the 
notes. Free text searches will look for words from the same root - for example 
"changed" and "changing" match a search for "change". 

REPORTS 

Records Maintenance allows you to run detailed reports from your records, using 
parameters to filter output. You can view and print the reports using the report 
viewer. 

 

Report Selection. 

Reports available are document register, files list, intention to destroy, 
correspondence register, records series report, status report, keyword listing report, 
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records by file report, and action list by person. The report screen accepts 
parameters to control which records are included. Clicking on the report tab will 
display the parameters for the selection. You can select reports using the drop down 
list if you prefer. The top of the screen shows a description of the selected report. 

Once you have selected a report by clicking the appropriate tab, enter the 
parameters. When available, start date will limit reports to records whose record date 
is the same or more recent than the entered date. End date has a similar function. 
Text boxes filter records by matching your input. 

To open the report in the report viewer, click the view report button. An animated 
message shows the report is being prepared. 

 

There are two types of text searches. Some cases offer free-text, which is a powerful 
form of text search using word families. In other cases, a wildcard search is used. 
Wildcard searches are more specific in their wording. 

 Tip 

 

About Wildcards 
A Wildcard is a special character that 

matches all other characters. The "*" will 
replace any number of characters, while "?" 

is a character-by-character replacement. 
You can search for phrases by enclosing the 

phrase in double quotes. A search for 

"white rabbit" will return anything where 

white rabbit occurs while a search for white 

rabbit (not enclosed in double quotes) will 

match anything containing white or rabbit. 

Action List by Person Report 

The action list by person report shows tasks allocated to an employee. The Show all 
tasks option is used to limit output, if it is not selected then only tasks without an 
action date are shown. 
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Reported fields: 

 Assigned Date 

 Task 

 Who Assigned the Task 

 Status 

 Actioned Date 

 

You cannot sort this report. 

Document Register Report 

The document register report provides a record list. 

The options for this report are start date, end date, and file number. Start date and 
end date are both inclusive. If you enter a start date, all records with the entered date 
or newer records will be included in the report. End date will include all records up to 
and including the entered date. File number will list all records in the entered file. All 
parameters are optional, by clicking on the check box and removing the tick all 
records for the parameter are included in the report. 

 Note 

 

The dates in this report are the record date, 

not the filed (received) date. 
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If you are running a report for a date range and want all files included in the report, 
make sure you uncheck the file number check box. You can use wildcards in the file 
number. 

 

Reported fields: 

 Record Date 

 Reference or Record Number 

 File Number 

 Author 

 Sent/ Received 

 Type 

 Action 

 Subject 

 Filed Date 

 

Headings cannot sort the report. 

Files List Report 

The file list report shows all files in the LG System Inc. Records Maintenance 
system. There are no parameters for this report. 

Reported fields: 
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 File number 

 Detail 

 Description 

 Location 

 

Headings cannot sort the report. 

Intention to Destroy Report 

This report provides a list of files flagged for destruction. You can use start and finish 
dates to limit output. The start date is inclusive, so all files with a sentenced date 
during and after the start date are included. The end date is exclusive, so files 
sentenced for or after the end date are not included. 

 

Reported fields: 

 File Number (Item Number) 

 Item Title 

 Item Description 

 Date Opened 

 Date Closed 

 Disposal Schedule 
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 Destruction Date 

 

column headings cannot sort this report. 

Correspondence Register Report 

The correspondence register report provides a list of records sorted by entity. Enter 
punctuation the same as in the database, although capitalisation is not critical. The 
format used is surname, title, given names, and initial(s). Separate surname and title 
with a comma. The search will add a wildcard '*' at the end of the search string; 

searching for "smit" will return any name starting with the letters s m i t, for 

example Smit, Smith, or Smithson. You can also use wildcards between letters - a 

search using "g*n" will locate names such as "Gillan". 

 

Reported fields: 

 Entity Name 

 Record Number 
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 Sent or Received (S/R) 

 Subject 

 Type 

 Record Date 

 File Number 

 Filed (or Received) Date 

You can sort the report by date. Click on the arrows in the header to sort the records. 

 

 

Record Series Report 

The record series report produces a list of records based on series. Report 
parameters are series, start date and finish date. Both dates are inclusive. You can 
use wildcards for the series number. 

 

Reported fields: 
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 Record number 

 Series number 

 Author (entity) 

 Date 

 Record document type 

 Subject 

 File number 

 

Record series report 

You cannot sort this report using the column headings. 

Document Request Report 

The document request report shows requested records. You can limit the report to a 
date range, based on parameters entered using the drop down calendar. To enter 
dates select the check box before adding start and finish dates. 

 

Reported fields: 

 Date 

 File 

 Employee 

 Action 

 Comment 
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You cannot sort this report. 

Status Report 

The status report lists records based on the status flags: FYI, acknowledged records, 
and completed records. You can also filter by received date, deadline (action 
required by), and responsible officer. 

Click any combination of parameters to filter the search. If you have multiple check 
boxes selected the search is conducted as an "or" type of search. 

 

Reported fields: 

 Date 

 Record number 

 File number 

 Author 

 File document type 

 Action 

 Notes 

 Filed 
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You cannot sort this report. 

Keyword Listing Report 

The keyword listing report searches for the entered keyword in the notes section of 
the records. The keyword is not case sensitive, and the search is a free-text search. 
Free-text searches return words that come from the same root as the search 
parameter. 

 

Reported fields: 

 Record number 

 Type 

 Author 

 Date 

 Record Document Type 

 Subject 

 File Number 
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You cannot sort this report. 

Records by File Report 

The records by file report lists a file's contents. The only parameter for this report is 
file number. A wildcard (*) may be used. 

 

Reported fields: 

 File number 

 Record author 

 Record number 

 Document type 

 Subject 

 Responsible officer (employee) 

 Date 

 

You cannot sort this report. 
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CLICKONCE 

To install software using clickonce: 

1. Open http://lgeclickonce/lgeproduction with your web browser 

2. If the Office PIAs or Report Viewer haven't been installed, follow the Microsoft 
Office Professional 2003 PIAs and Microsoft Reporting Services Report Viewer 
links 

The Primary Interop Assemblies (PIAs) allow tight integration between 
the LG System Inc. software and Microsoft Office, while the Report 

Viewer is used to view LGE reports. 

3. Select the module you are installing from the list 

Another web page opens, listing the applications in the selected module. 

4. Select the application 

A summary page opens, showing the application name and version 
number, along with any prerequisites. 

5. Check the computer meets the prerequisites. If it does, click the launch link to 
install the application. If it doesn't, click the install button which will install the 
prerequisites before installing the application 

When installation is complete, the application will start. Every time the application 
starts, it will check the server for new versions. If finds any it will install them 
automatically, although you will have the option to continue with your existing 
version. 

CLICKONCE UPDATES 

Programs installed using clickonce technology check for updates whenever they 
start. 

 

The clickonce launching application dialog box 

If you have the latest software, it will run after the application verification process 
completes. If it finds a newer version, clickonce will start the update process. 
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The clickonce update available dialog box, Records Maintenance 
module shown. 

Click the ok button to download the update and install it on your computer. 

 

The clickonce update progress dialog box, Records Management 
shown. 

Once the download has completed the new program will open and run. 
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TOOLBARS 

Toolbars appear at the top (and sometimes bottom) of the application window. They 
contain buttons that control aspects of the programs running in the MDI window. 

MENU 

If you prefer, you can use the inbuilt menus rather than toolbar to control your MDI 
applications. 

Menu Sub menu Sub menu 
options 

Description 

File New   Open a new (empty) file 

  Open   Open an existing file 

  Save   Save the current file 

  Delete   Delete the current file. The file isn't deleted 
until the file is saved 

  Cancel 
Changes 

  Cancel all changes made since the last save 

  Print   Sends a screen shot to your printer 

  Print 
Preview 

  Previews a screen shot. You have the option 
of printing or saving the image 

  Exit   Exit the application 

View Toolbar   Toggle toolbar show/ hide 

  Status Bar   Toggle status bar show/ hide 

  MDI forms   The MDI forms open can be selected by 
clicking them in this list. 

Tools Email Inbox Open your email inbox 

    New Create a new email 

  Calendar Schedule Open your calendar 

    Appointment Create an appointment 

  Contacts   Open your PIM's contacts folder 

Windows Cascade   Arrange open forms so that they are equally 
sized and cascade from top left to bottom 
right. 

  Tile vertical   Arrange open forms vertically within the MDI 
window. Clicking the maximise button on any 
form will return the forms to their normal view 

  Tile 
Horizontal 

  Arrange open forms horizontally in the MDI 
window 

  Close All   Closes all forms open in the MDI 

  Arrange 
Icons 

  If the forms are displayed as icons will 
arrange the icons within the MDI window 

  1..n form 
name 

  Selects the specified form 

Help Contents   Opens the help file to the contents page 

  Index   Opens the help file to the index page 
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Menu Sub menu Sub menu 
options 

Description 

  Search   Opens the help file to the search page 

  About   Information about the application such as 
version number 

There may be additional menu items, depending on the user windows within the MDI 
workspace. 

The additional menu items contain commands specific to child documents. For 
example, if you have a records form open, you may see a "Records" menu item, with 
"Add New", "View Details", "View Links", and "Search". Clicking these menu items 
will have the same effect as clicking the corresponding buttons on the child 
document's toolbar. 

Each menu item has a letter underlined showing the keyboard shortcut. For 
example, File -> Open has the shortcut [Alt] + [F] then [O]. Of course, certain 
shortcuts common to most programs (such as file open) have an operating system 
shortcut (file open is [Ctrl] + [O]). Menus show system shortcuts by underlining the 
shortcut keys. 

MDI TOOLBAR 

The MDI toolbar contains buttons for overall control. If you click save, for example, 
all data entry forms you have open are saved. Likewise, cancel changes since save 
works on all your forms. 

 

The toolbar has the following buttons: save, delete, search, print, print 
preview, to-do list, calculator, calendar, inbox, contacts, email, tasks, 
appointments, today's date, and cancel unsaved changes. 

Save Button 

The save button will save all changes made on open forms. Once you save, all 
changes are committed to the database. 

You should save your work frequently. After each change, or when you have created 
a new entry is ideal. 

You can use the save feature to your advantage by making sure all data is correct 
before you save. If you make a mistake, you can cancel all changes to return the 
data to its original values and then re-enter the corrected data. Remember, the data 
is not committed until you save. 
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 Note 

 

If you have unsaved changes the (edited) 

caption appears on the left hand side of the 
status bar. 

Search button 

The search button opens the search window, taking up the right hand pane of your 
window and resizing the current window to suit. 

You can use the search window to find files using your own criteria, such as 
keywords, if you do not know the file number. 

Print Button 

The print button prints the current workspace. 

The output is a screen shot of the current view. You can use it to provide hard copy 
of the current record and file. Support may ask you for a screen shot - if they do this 
is a quick way to provide it via the fax machine. 

Print Preview Button 

The print preview button is similar to the print button, except it creates an image of 
the current workspace that you can print or save. 

Once you have saved the screen shot, you can email it. 

To-Do Button 

The to-do button opens a list of tasks for the logged in user. 

The to-do list are tasks generated from LGS applications, for example if a record has 
been assigned to a responsible officer. 

Calculator Button 

The calculator button is a link to the system calculator on your terminal. 

Calendar Button 

The calendar button is a link to the calendar function of your PIM (Personal 
Information Manager). In most cases, this will be Microsoft Outlook. 
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Clicking this button will open your PIM, if it is not already open, and open the 
calendar section. 

Email Inbox Button 

The inbox button is a link to your PIM's email inbox. 

Clicking the button opens your email inbox if it is not already open. 

Contacts Button 

The contacts button button is a link to the contacts in your PIM. 

Clicking the contacts button opens your PIM if you have not already opened it. 

New Email Button 

The new email button opens your email program. 

New Task Button 

The new task button opens your PIM's tasks function. 

New Appointments Button 

The appointments button opens your PIM where you can view and add 
appointments. 

Date Button 

The date button displays the current system date. If it is different from today's 
date, you should change it. Your network administrator can help you if you do not 
know how. 

If you are in an editable region of a data entry screen, such as the notes field, 
clicking the date button will insert the system date and logged in user at the cursor 
point. This is a quick way to add a date stamp and operator name. 

Cancel Unsaved Changes Button 

The cancel unsaved changes button  cancels changes made since you last saved. 

This rollback function is useful when you have made changes to data, but wish to 
undo your changes and revert to the original data. 
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Data Source 

You can select the data source from the drop down list. 

The production option is for your real data, while test allows you to try things without 
changing the production data. Use this list to enter the test mode. 

TO-DO LIST 

The to-do list is a quick way to check tasks assigned to the logged in user. 

 

You can sort the to-do list by clicking the column header. The first click sorts in 
ascending order, the next in descending and so on. 

To mark a task as completed or acknowledge the task, select the appropriate status 
from the drop down list. 

Click the done button to close the list. 

STATUS BAR 

The status bar, which is at the bottom of the MDI window, shows open documents. 
Use it to move between the entry window, report options, and the report viewer. 
Each window, or form, has its own button. 
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If you select Test as your data source from the drop down list on the MDI toolbar, the 
status bar will change its background colour to red. 

 

Click a button to view the window. 

 Note 

 

If you have unsaved changes, the status 

bar displays the caption (edited). 

ADD TO THE TO-DO LIST 

Some of the LG System Inc. programs allow you to create a to-do task for someone 
else. Typically it is a responsible officer field with an assign task button. 

 Note 

 

The documentation for programs that allow you to 
assign to-do tasks explain how to open the to-do 
list. 
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Toolbars 

The to-do list toolbar has standard navigation tools to select items in the list, an add 
task button, and a delete task button. 

You can select tasks by clicking them, typing the number in the x of y box on the 
toolbar, or by clicking the first, previous, next, or last buttons. 

The Done button at bottom closes the to-do list window. 

Task List 

The task list shows the task name and current status. You can select Status from 
the drop down list; choices are Action Required, Actioned, Closed, Declined, 
Forward, and FYI (For Your Information). You can sort the list by clicking on any of 
the column headings, the sort toggles between ascending and descending sort 
order. 

Assignments 

Select the responsible Officer from the Assigned To drop down list. This list only 
contains employees. 

The Assigned By drop down list is restricted to employees as well. The current 
logged-on user is the default, but you can select a different employee if you are 
assigning a task on their behalf. 

The Required By field opens a calendar control where you can select the task's 
deadline. 

The notes field has the notes from the program you set the task from. 

 Note 

 

You can edit existing notes or add new notes but 
the notes are only changed in the to-do list. 
Changes do not show in the original program. 

Attachments 

The attachments from the original program are shown. 

You can include an attachment in the assigned task by selecting the assigned check 
box. 
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TO-DO LIST 

To see your to-do list, click the to-do button on the application toolbar. 

 

Current Tasks 

The table on the left side of screen lists your current tasks. You can see when the 
task was assigned. If you click the column heading (where it says "Assigned"), you 
can sort the tasks by assigned date. The first click sorts the task in ascending order, 
the next click sorts descending. Clicking the other column headings will sort the list 
by the column you have clicked. 

The Actioned column is where you enter the date you change the status of an item. 

The Status column has a status list. Select the one which matches the item's current 
status. You can choose from Action Required, Actioned, Closed, Declined, 
Forward, and FYI (For Your Information). 

Assignment 

On the right hand side you can see who assigned the task and the required by date. 

Below that is a note field. The notes from the original program are included. You can 
add to these notes or change them as necessary. 
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 Note 

 

Any changes you make to the note field are to the 
to-do task only. The notes in the program where 
the to-do item comes from does not get updated. 

Attachments 

The lower part of the right hand side is an attachment list. You can open the 
attachment by clicking it. 
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REPORT VIEWER 

 

The report viewer has its own browser bar. There are command buttons for report 
actions as well as navigation buttons on the bar. 

 

There are command buttons to: 

 Show or hide document map 

 Show or hide parameter area 

 Return to the parent report 
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 Stop report rendering 

 Refresh report 

 Print report 

 Print layout view 

 Page setup 

 Export report 

If the command is unavailable on the current report, the command button is grey and 
clicking it has no affect. 

The navigation buttons are for first page, previous page, next page, and last page. 
You can go to any page by entering the page number in the X of Y box, page 5 in the 
above example. 

You can search a report for a keyword simply by entering it and clicking find. Clicking 
next will continue the search. 

Command Buttons 

Show or hide document map 

The document map feature is not available with all reports. 

If the report has drill down capabilities, meaning you can expand detail for part of the 
report, you can view the document map allowing you to navigate through the levels 
of detail. 

Show or hide parameter area 

The parameter area is not available for all reports. 

Reports with a drill down feature use the parameter area to control the drill down 
process. 

Return to the parent report 

The return to parent report feature is available on reports with drill down and is used 
to return to the "top" or starting level of the drill down process. 

Stop report rendering 

Rendering is the process of preparing a report for printing or for print preview. 

The stop rendering button will halt the process. 
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Refresh report 

The refresh report button will re-run the current report using the existing parameters. 

If you want to use different parameters, or run a different report, you will have to 
return to the report options screen by clicking the button on the status bar. 

Print report 

The print report button opens the standard Windows printer dialog. 

 

The standard dialog allows you to select a printer, set printer preferences, specify 
pages to print, and quantity to print. The dialog also allows you to add a new printer 
to your printer list. Please refer to your system administrator for information on this 
process. 

Print layout view 

The print layout view button toggles between the report view and print preview. 

Page setup 

The page setup button opens the standard Windows "page setup" dialog box. 
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Use the "page setup" dialog box to set paper size, source, orientation, and 
margins. 

Please note that some printers override these settings. If your printer is producing 
unexpected results, check the printer settings. Your system administrator can assist 
you. 

Export report 

Use the export button to save your report. 

 

You can save your report in XML, CSV, TIFF, PDF, Web, or Microsoft Excel format. 
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Search 

You can search for occurrences of any word in a report. 

Enter the word in the search box and click find. Clicking next will advance you to the 
next occurrence until you reach the end of the report. 

SPELL CHECKER 

Records Maintenance uses a third party spell checker to proof certain fields when 
you leave them. If a spelling error is discovered a dialog box opens with suggested 
spelling. 

 

Words highlighted in red in the Text Being Checked field are misspelt. 

The Suggestions field offers alternatives from the custom dictionary, with the 
closest spelling at the top of the list. When you select an alternative word it is 
displayed in the Replace with field. The Replace button completes the correction 
process, while the Replace All button will find all occurrences of the misspelling in 
the current document and replace them with the selected alternative. 

The Ignore button marks the word so the spell checker will not check it again; the 
Ignore All button marks all occurrences of the word. 

The Add button adds the word to the custom dictionary. 
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 Note 

 

The spell checker custom dictionary is not 

the same file format used by your Microsoft 
Office applications, even though both files 

have the .dic extension. 

The Options button opens the option dialog for the spell checker. 

The Cancel button closes the spell checker without taking any action. 

Options 

The options dialog allows you to tailor the way the spell checker works. 

General 

 

Ignore Words with Digits 

Select this option to ignore words with digits mixed with letters. For example m8 
which is sometimes used instead of "mate". If you select this option all letter/digit 
combinations are ignored so you may prefer to add the word to the custom 
dictionary. 

Ignore Words in all Upper Case 

This option ignores uppercase words such as the standard format for acronyms. 
Remember using this option will ignore all words completely in uppercase so you 
may prefer to deselect it and add the words to the dictionary. 
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Ignore HTML Tags 

HTML tags are used to create web pages. This option will ignore any word contained 

between less than and greater than symbols, for example <pre>. 

Maximum Suggestion Count 

The maximum suggestion count is the number of alternative words offered for each 
misspelling. Increasing the count may affect system performance as the spell 
checker searches the dictionary for suggestions. 

Dictionary 

 

The dictionary tab of the options dialog contains the copyright information for the 
spell checker program. 

Versions 

 

The versions tab shows version and date information for all applications installed in 
the same directory as spell checker. 
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About 

 

The about tab shows information about the spell checker program and a link to the 
website. 

DICTIONARY LOCATION 

The spell checker dictionary is unique to Local Government Enterprise programs. 

 Note 

 

Although the spell checker and Microsoft Office 

dictionaries have a dic extension they are not 

interchangeable. 

The dictionary is installed into the LGE suite directory when you install part of the 

LGE suite. Typically the installation would be C:\Documents and 

Settings\<user name>\Local Settings\Apps\2.0. The filename is en-

AU.dic. The installation directory is hidden; system administrators should be the 

only people to access it. 

REGIONAL SETTINGS 

The spell check will fail if the regional settings are incorrect. If you get the following 
error message you will need to change the Windows regional settings. 
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 Tip 

 

If your system short date is in the form month/ 
day/ date, you will find that changing the regional 
settings will alter the date format to day/ month/ 
year. 

 

To change the regional settings: 

1. Click start ->  settings ->  control panel 

2. Double click Regional and Language Options 

3. Click the Regional Options tab 

4. Select English (Australia) from the drop down list in Standards and formats 
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FILE REQUEST TOOL 

The file request tool is a part of the Records Management suite. 

Many employees do not need the full Records Management program, just a tool to 
request files from the Records Officer. This tool fills that need by providing a small 
program, with low overheads, and which does not take long to learn to use. 

 Note 

 

If you have the full records program 

installed you do not need the Records 
Maintenance. 

 

The program screen has two main areas, a files list and a search facility. 
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Request Information 

Enter the date in the request date box. The default date is today's, but if the file is 
required on a different date, select it from the drop down calendar. 

When the date is changed, the file list is updated to show the requested files for the 
selected date. 

File List 

The file list contains the files selected by the listed employee on the date shown. 

If a requested file is no longer required, delete the request by clicking the delete 
current request button on the request browser. 

 

Search 

Three search methods are provided to assist you in requesting files. 

You can search by file, notes, or author. 

When the search finishes, highlight the file you want (by clicking beside it in the left 
margin) and clicking the select button will add it to the files list. 
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Do not forget to save your request. 

FILE SEARCHES 

The file search is the default search tab when you open the File Request Tool and 
can be used when you know the file number of the required file. 
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The file search tab displays a list of files, initially sorted by file number, and a list of 
records in the selected file. 

The columns in each of the lists can be sorted by clicking the heading. The first time 
you click, the files (or records) are sorted ascending. The next click will sort the files 
descending and if you click again, ascending. 

The scroll bars allow you to view all of the fields for each record and to see the entire 
file list. The borders of the search window are resizable; you can drag them to 
provide a larger search window. 

NOTE SEARCHES 

The note search is used to find records by keywords in the notes section of their 
records. 
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The search mechanism uses a free-text algorithm that matches families of words. 
For example, if you search for "test", any notes containing "tested" or "testing" are 
included in the results. 

The results can be sorted and the search window resized as necessary. 

AUTHOR SEARCHES 

The author search returns all file containing records from a selected contact (also 
known as an author or entity). 
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The author box uses a predictive text system that matches input with existing 
entities. As you enter characters, you get a list of matches. The accuracy increases 
as you type. Once you see the required name in the list, you can click it to select it. 

The search window is resizable and you can sort the search results by clicking the 
column heading. 
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RESUBMIT TOOL 

The resubmit tool is a part of the Records Management suite. 

Many employees do not need a full records management program, just a tool to 
book returns to the Records Officer. This tool fills that need by providing a small, 
simple program with low processing requirements and is simple to use. 

 Note 

 

If you have the full Records Maintenance 

program installed you do not need the File 

Resubmit Tool. 

 

The program screen has three main areas: a files list, a tracking information area, 
and tracking history. 

A toolbar at the top of the window has the save and cancel change buttons. 

The file list and tracking information areas have their own browsing toolbars. Each 
browser toolbar has navigation buttons for first, previous, next, and last transactions. 

The process of creating a resubmit record is: 

1. Select a file 

2. Fill out the tracking details 
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3. Save the tracking record 

Files 

The files area contains a checked out file list for your organisation. 

Each file's number and detail is included on the grid. You can sort by clicking the 
headings. The first click will sort ascending, the next descending. 

The file browser buttons, first, previous, next, and last, can be used to navigate 
through the files. As you move through the files, the tracking history for the selected 
file shows in the file track history grid. 

File Tracks 

The file tracks area has a  browser, which works same as the file browser, and drop 
down lists for details about the tracking. 

 

When you create a new file tracking transaction, it uses today's date as the default 
value. You can select a different date from the drop down calendar. 

File Track History 

The file track history grid displays the history for the current selected file. 

It shows file date, action, name and location. You can sort the history by clicking a 
column header. Each click alternates between sorting ascending and descending. 

Save 

Do not forget to save your resubmit transaction when you have finished. 

If you have made a mistake, or do not want your file track, you can click the cancel 
changes button to cancel changes made since your last save. 
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WINDOWS SHORTCUTS 

Microsoft Windows uses common shortcuts to make work easier. Shortcuts can be 
use the mouse or keyboard and be menu or button based. 

Windows Shortcuts 

 Menu Button Keyboard 

Copy Edit -> Copy 
 

[Ctrl] + [C] 

Cut Edit -> Cut 
 

[Ctrl] + [X] 

Paste Edit -> Paste 
 

[Ctrl] + [V] 

Save File -> Save 
 

[Ctrl] + [S]  

Print File -> Print 
 

[Ctrl] + [P]  

Delete Edit -> Delete 
 

[Delete] 

Undo Edit -> Undo 
 

[Ctrl] + [Z] 

Redo Edit -> Redo 
 

[Ctrl] + [Y] 

Help Help ->  
 

[F1] 

Italics (toggle setting) Format -> Italic 
 

[Ctrl] + [I] 

Bold (toggle setting) Format -> Bold 
 

[Ctrl] + [B] 

Underline (toggle setting) Format -> Underline 
 

[Ctrl] + [U] 

Menu commands can be used via the mouse or by [Alt] + the underlined letter. For 
example to copy [Alt] + [E] to activate the edit menu then [C]. 

CALENDAR 

 

The calendar control, also known as a date picker, is a quick and easy way to select 
dates. 

1. You can move forwards and backwards, one month at a time, using the arrows. 

2. You can move to today by clicking on the today legend on the bottom. 
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3. You can move directly to any month by right clicking the month name and 
selecting the new month from the list. 

4. You can move directly to any year by right clicking on the year and picking the 
required year from the list. 

 Tip 

 

You can select months and years quickly by 

typing a new value after clicking the month 
or year on the calendar header as well. 

OPEN A FILE IN WINDOWS 

LG System Inc. Records Maintenance uses the standard Windows dialog for 
opening computer files. It is important to remember these files are not the files used 
in the records management program. 

 

The dialog opens in the same folder you last used. You can quickly navigate to your 
recent documents, desktop, my documents folder, or my computer by clicking the 
icons on the left. You can also go up one level from the current location using the up 
button or go back to your previous location using the back button. You can open 
folders by double clicking them. 
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Once you have located the computer file you want to link to, click on it and its name 
appears in the file name filed. If the folder contains many files, you may want to use 
the files of type drop down box to select the file type. Click the open button to create 
the link. 



  glossary 

 
 

GLOSSARY 

ANSI 
ANSI: 1. Acronym for American National Standards Institute. A voluntary, non-profit 
organisation of business and industry groups formed in 1918 for the development and 
adoption of trade and communication standards in the United States. ANSI is the 
American representative of ISO (the International Organization for Standardization). 
Among its many concerns, ANSI has developed recommendations for the use of 
programming languages including FORTRAN, C, and COBOL, and various networking 
technologies. 2. The Microsoft Windows ANSI character set. This set is includes ISO 
8859/x plus additional characters. This set was originally based on an ANSI draft 
standard. The MS-DOS operating system uses the ANSI character set if ANSI.SYS is 
installed. 

attachment 
Attachment: Digitised document or computer file saved with the record. 

attachments 
Attachment: Digitised document or computer file saved with the record. 

batch file 
batch file: An ASCII text file containing a sequence of operating-system commands, 
possibly including parameters and operators supported by the batch command 
language. When the user types a batch file name at the command prompt, the 
commands are processed sequentially. Also called: batch program. 

check box 
Check Box: (Windows Control) An interactive control often found in graphical user 
interfaces. Check boxes are used to enable or disable one or more features or options 
from a set. When an option is selected, an x or a check mark appears in the box. 

check boxes 
Check Box: (Windows Control) An interactive control often found in graphical user 
interfaces. Check boxes are used to enable or disable one or more features or options 
from a set. When an option is selected, an x or a check mark appears in the box. 

counter 
Counter: (Delivery Method) When the document is handed directly to the counter, 
unless delivered by a courier 

courier 
Courier: (Delivery Method) When a courier delivers the document 

CSV 
CSV: Acronym for comma separated values. Filename extension assigned to text files 
containing tabular data of the sort stored in database fields. 

desktop 
Desktop: (Operating System). An on-screen work area that uses icons and menus to 
simulate the top of a desk. A desktop is characteristic of the Apple Macintosh and of 
windowing programs such as Microsoft Windows. Its intent is to make a computer 
easier to use by enabling users to move pictures of objects and to start and stop tasks 
in much the same way as they would if they were working on a physical desktop. See 
also graphical user interface. 

dialog 
Dialog Box: (Windows Control). In a graphical user interface, a special window 
displayed by the system or application to solicit a response from the user. 

dialog box 
Dialog Box: (Windows Control). In a graphical user interface, a special window 
displayed by the system or application to solicit a response from the user. 

directories 
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Directory: (Operating System). 1. A catalogue for filenames and other directories stored 
on a disk. A directory is a way of organising and grouping the files so that the user is 
not overwhelmed by a long list of them. The uppermost directory is called the root 
directory; the directories within a directory are called subdirectories. Depending on how 
an operating system supports directories, filenames in a directory can be viewed and 
ordered in various ways—for example, alphabetically, by date, by size, or as icons in a 
graphical user interface. What the user views as a directory is supported in the 
operating system by tables of data, stored on the disk, that indicate characteristics and 
the location of each file. In the Macintosh and Windows 9x operating systems, 
directories are called folders. 2. On a network, an index of names and pertinent 
information related to authorized users and network resources. 

directory 
Directory: (Operating System). 1. A catalogue for filenames and other directories stored 
on a disk. A directory is a way of organising and grouping the files so that the user is 
not overwhelmed by a long list of them. The uppermost directory is called the root 
directory; the directories within a directory are called subdirectories. Depending on how 
an operating system supports directories, filenames in a directory can be viewed and 
ordered in various ways—for example, alphabetically, by date, by size, or as icons in a 
graphical user interface. What the user views as a directory is supported in the 
operating system by tables of data, stored on the disk, that indicate characteristics and 
the location of each file. In the Macintosh and Windows 9x operating systems, 
directories are called folders. 2. On a network, an index of names and pertinent 
information related to authorized users and network resources. 

DNS 
DNS: 1. Acronym for Domain Name System. The hierarchical system by which hosts on 
the Internet have both domain name addresses (such as bluestem.prairienet.org) and 
IP addresses (such as 192.17.3.4). The domain name address is used by human users 
and is automatically translated into the numerical IP address, which is used by the 
packet-routing software. DNS names consist of a top-level domain (such as .com, .org, 
and .net), a second-level domain (the site name of a business, an organization, or an 
individual), and possibly one or more sub-domains (servers within a second-level 
domain). 2. Acronym for Domain Name Service. The Internet utility that implements the 
Domain Name System. DNS servers, also called name servers, maintain databases 
containing the addresses and are accessed transparently to the user. 

drop down list 
Drop Down List: (Windows Control) A control where clicking an arrow causes a list of 
values to appear. The list is pre-populated and cannot be edited. 

email 
Email: (Document, Delivery Method) Electronic mail delivery 

entities 
Entity: An entity is a person, organisation, etc., who sends or receives a record. 

entity 
Entity: An entity is a person, organisation, etc., who sends or receives a record. 

field 
Field: (Database Term). A location in a record in which a particular type of data is 
stored. For example, EMPLOYEE-RECORD might contain fields to store Last-Name, 
First-Name, Address, City, State, Zip-Code, Hire-Date, Current-Salary, Title, 
Department, and so on. Individual fields are characterized by their maximum length and 
the type of data (for example, alphabetic, numeric, or financial) that can be placed in 
them. The facility for creating these specifications usually is contained in the data 
definition language (DDL). In relational database management systems, fields are 
called columns. 

fields 
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Field: (Database Term). A location in a record in which a particular type of data is 
stored. For example, EMPLOYEE-RECORD might contain fields to store Last-Name, 
First-Name, Address, City, State, Zip-Code, Hire-Date, Current-Salary, Title, 
Department, and so on. Individual fields are characterized by their maximum length and 
the type of data (for example, alphabetic, numeric, or financial) that can be placed in 
them. The facility for creating these specifications usually is contained in the data 
definition language (DDL). In relational database management systems, fields are 
called columns. 

file 
File: The record management files are the "containers" which hold the records. 

file browser 
File Browser: A tool for moving between files, adding, and editing files 

file request 
File Request: The process of requesting an action that sees the file travel to the officer 
for a task. 

files 
File: The record management files are the "containers" which hold the records. 

folder 
Folder: (Operating System). In the Mac OS, 32-bit versions of Windows, and other 
operating systems, a container for programs and files in graphical user interfaces, 
symbolised on the screen by a graphical image (icon) of a file folder. This container is 
called a directory in other systems, such as MS-DOS and UNIX. A folder is a means of 
organizing programs and documents on a disk and can hold both files and additional 
folders. It first appeared commercially in Apple Computer’s Lisa in 1983 and in the 
Apple Macintosh in 1984. See also directory. 

folders 
Folder: (Operating System). In the Mac OS, 32-bit versions of Windows, and other 
operating systems, a container for programs and files in graphical user interfaces, 
symbolised on the screen by a graphical image (icon) of a file folder. This container is 
called a directory in other systems, such as MS-DOS and UNIX. A folder is a means of 
organizing programs and documents on a disk and can hold both files and additional 
folders. It first appeared commercially in Apple Computer’s Lisa in 1983 and in the 
Apple Macintosh in 1984. See also directory. 

form 
Form: (Document) A form is a document created by your organisation where a person 
fills in the details as laid out in the form 

FTP 
FTP: 1. Acronym for File Transfer Protocol, a fast, application-level protocol widely 
used for copying files to and from remote computer systems on a network using 
TCP/IP, such as the Internet. This protocol also allows users to use FTP commands to 
work with files, such as listing files and directories on the remote system. 2. A common 
logon ID for anonymous FTP. 

full-text search 
Full-text Search: The ability to search an entire Help system for a particular word or 
keyword. 

GDS 20 
GDS 20: GENERAL DISPOSAL SCHEDULE 20. The State Records Act 1997 provides 
for the preservation and management of official records. GDS 20 is issued as a 
determination under Section 23 of the Act, which states that no official record may be 
disposed of without the approval of the State Records Council. The Local Government 
General Disposal Schedule (GDS 20) applies to all records created or received by all 
Local Government Authorities in South Australia. GDS 20 is intended to be a 
comprehensive schedule covering all functions and activities of Local Government and 
the records created as evidence of business transactions. 
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GIF 
GIF: 1. Acronym for Graphics Interchange Format. A graphics file format developed by 
CompuServe and used for transmitting raster images on the Internet. An image may 
contain up to 256 colours, including a transparent colour. The size of the file depends 
on the number of colours actually used. The LZW compression method is used to 
reduce the file size still further. 2. A graphic stored as a file in the GIF format. 

hard disk capacity 
Hard Disk Capacity: The amount of memory available on a PC fixed media storage 
device, usually measured in Giga (1,000,000,000) bytes (Gb) of memory. 

HTML 
HTML: Hypertext Mark-up Language. A set of tags used to mark the structural elements 
of text files. HTML files include tags that create hyperlinks to other documents on the 
Internet. 

HTTP 
HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol. The communications protocol on which the Web is 
based. HTTP sets rules for how information is passed between the server and the 
browser software. 

HTTPS 
HTTPS: Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure. A variation of HTTP that provides for 
encryption and transmission through a secure port. HTTPS was devised by Netscape 
and allows HTTP to run over a security mechanism known as SSL (Secure Sockets 
Layer). 

icon 
Icon: A picture or symbol that represents an object, task, command, or choice users 
can select by pointing and clicking with a mouse. 

icons 
Icon: A picture or symbol that represents an object, task, command, or choice users 
can select by pointing and clicking with a mouse. 

IIS 
IIS: Internet Information Server. Microsoft’s brand of Web server software, utilizing 
HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) to deliver World Wide Web documents. It 
incorporates various functions for security, allows for CGI programs, and also provides 
for Gopher and FTP services. 

index 
Index: A list of keywords the user may view to find topics within a Help system. 

ISO 
ISO: Short for International Organization for Standardization (often incorrectly identified 
as an acronym for International Standards Organization), an international association of 
130 countries, each of which is represented by its leading standard-setting 
organization—for example, ANSI (American National Standards Institute) for the United 
States. The ISO works to establish global standards for communications and 
information exchange. Primary among its accomplishments is the widely accepted 
ISO/OSI reference model, which defines standards for the interaction of computers 
connected by communications networks. ISO is not an acronym; rather, it is derived 
from the Greek word isos, which means “equal” and is the root of the prefix “iso-.” 

JPEG 
JPEG or JPG: 1. Acronym for Joint Photographic Experts Group. An ISO/ITU standard 
for storing images in compressed form using a discrete cosine transform. JPEG trades 
off compression against loss; it can achieve a compression ratio of 100:1 with 
significant loss and possibly 20:1 with little noticeable loss. 2. A graphic stored as a file 
in the JPEG format. 

JPG 
JPEG or JPG: 1. Acronym for Joint Photographic Experts Group. An ISO/ITU standard 
for storing images in compressed form using a discrete cosine transform. JPEG trades 
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off compression against loss; it can achieve a compression ratio of 100:1 with 
significant loss and possibly 20:1 with little noticeable loss. 2. A graphic stored as a file 
in the JPEG format. 

letter 
Letter: (Document) A letter is written correspondence created by another person rather 
than something that you have made and they have filled out. 

LGE 
LGE: LGS Enterprise 

LGS 
LGS: Local Government Systems Incorporated 

link 
Link: A link is a connection between a records management entry and a file stored on 
your computer 

link browser 
Link Browser: A tool for moving between, adding and editing links 

LZW Compression 
LZW compression: A compression algorithm named after Abraham Lempel and Jakob 
Ziv (creators of Lempel Ziv compression) and LZW designer Terry Welch that makes 
use of repeating strings of data in its compression of character streams into code 
streams. It is also the basis of GIF compression. See also GIF, Lempel Ziv 
compression. 

memo 
Memo: (Document) A memo is correspondence, normally informal, and internal to your 
organisation 

memory 
Memory: The part of a computer that stores information or instructions. Memory can be 
RAM (Random Access Memory) or ROM (Read Only Memory), and is usually 
measured in Kilobytes (thousand) or Megabytes (million) bytes of memory. 

newsgroup 
Newsgroup: A collection of messages posted by individuals to a news server (a 
computer maintained by a company, group, or individual). Newsgroups exist on 
practically every subject. Messages can be posted and read by anyone who has access 
to that group. 

page 
Page: An individual topic within a Help system. 

pane 
Pane: A frame used to display program components. 

parameter 
Parameter: In programming, a value that is given to a variable, either at the beginning 
of an operation or before an expression is evaluated by a program. Until the operation 
is completed, a parameter is effectively treated as a constant value by the program. A 
parameter can be text, a number, or an argument name assigned to a value that is 
passed from one routine to another. Parameters are used as a means of customizing 
program operation. 

parameters 
Parameter: In programming, a value that is given to a variable, either at the beginning 
of an operation or before an expression is evaluated by a program. Until the operation 
is completed, a parameter is effectively treated as a constant value by the program. A 
parameter can be text, a number, or an argument name assigned to a value that is 
passed from one routine to another. Parameters are used as a means of customizing 
program operation. 

PDF 
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PDF: The file extension that identifies documents encoded in the Portable Document 
Format developed by Adobe Systems. To display or print a .pdf file, the user should 
obtain the freeware Adobe Acrobat Reader. 

photograph 
Photograph: (Document) A photograph is an image captured by a camera or similar 
device 

post 
Post: (Delivery Method) When the document is delivered by normal post 

record 
Record: A record is the piece of correspondence, such as a letter; email; fax; etc.; that 
the records management program tracks 

records 
Record: A record is the piece of correspondence, such as a letter; email; fax; etc.; that 
the records management program tracks 

records browser 
Records Browser: A tool for moving between records, adding, and editing records 

re-file 
Re-file: The process of returning a file to the filing system. 

re-filed 
Re-file: The process of returning a file to the filing system. 

registered post 
Registered Post: (Delivery Method) When the document is delivered by registered post 

report 
Report: The presentation of information about a given topic, typically in printed form. 
Reports prepared with computers and appropriate software can include text, graphics, 
and charts. Database programs can include special software for creating report forms 
and generating reports. Desktop publishing software and laser printers or typesetting 
equipment can be used to produce publication-quality output. 

resubmit 
Resubmit: The signal process that a file will be returned at a future date for re-filing. 

resubmitted 
Resubmit: The signal process that a file will be returned at a future date for re-filing. 

series 
Series: A series is a group of related records within a file. 

SGML 
SGML: Acronym for Standard Generalized Mark-up Language. An information 
management standard adopted by the International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) in 1986 as a means of providing platform- and application-independent 
documents that retain formatting, indexing, and linked information. SGML provides a 
grammar like mechanism for users to define the structure of their documents and the 
tags they will use to denote the structure in individual documents. See also ISO. 

shortcut 
Shortcut: (Operating System).  In Windows 9x, Windows XP, Windows NT 4, and 
Windows 2000, an icon on the desktop that a user can double-click to immediately 
access a program, a text or data file, or a Web page. 

SMTP 
SMTP: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol. A TCP/IP protocol for sending messages from 
one computer to another on a network. This protocol is used on the Internet to route e-
mail. 

SSIS 
SSIS: SQL Server Integration Services. More correctly Microsoft SQL Server 
Integration Services. 

SSL 
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SSL: SSL n. Acronym for Secure Sockets Layer. A protocol developed by Netscape 
Communications Corporation for ensuring security and privacy in Internet 
communications. SSL supports authentication of client, server, or both, as well as 
encryption during a communications session. While primary purpose of SSL is to 
enable secure electronic financial transactions on the World Wide Web, it is designed to 
work with other Internet services as well. This technology, which uses public key 
encryption, is incorporated into the Netscape Navigator Web browser and Netscape’s 
commerce servers. 

State Thesaurus 
State Thesaurus: The recommended classification of files. Not mandated. 

strong password 
Strong Password: A password containing upper and lowercase letters, numerals, and 
punctuation characters. It should not be a dictionary word, nor a word where numbers 
have replaced letters e.g. M8 instead of "mate". Normally 8 characters or longer. 

tab 
TAB: (Windows Control) tabs are a form of control where there are several screens 
arranged on top of one another with just the tabs of the underneath screens showing, 
similar to an index file 

tabs 
TAB: (Windows Control) tabs are a form of control where there are several screens 
arranged on top of one another with just the tabs of the underneath screens showing, 
similar to an index file 

TCP 
TCP: Transmission Control Protocol. The protocol within TCP/IP that governs the 
break-up of data messages into packets to be sent via IP (Internet Protocol), and the 
reassembly and verification of the complete messages from packets received by IP. A 
connection-oriented, reliable protocol (reliable in the sense of ensuring error-free 
delivery), TCP corresponds to the transport layer in the ISO/OSI reference model. 

text box 
Text Box: (Windows Control) In a dialog box or HTML form, a box in which the user 
may enter text. 

text boxes 
Text Box: (Windows Control) In a dialog box or HTML form, a box in which the user 
may enter text. 

TFS 
TFS: Team Foundation Server. More correctly Microsoft Team Foundation Server, a 
collaboration tool used by software development teams 

TIFF 
TIFF or TIF: Acronym for Tagged Image File Format or Tag Image File Format. A 
standard file format commonly used for scanning, storage, and interchange of gray-
scale graphic images. TIFF may be the only format available for older programs (such 
as older versions of MacPaint), but most modern programs are able to save images in a 
variety of other formats, such as GIF or JPEG. 

tour 
Tour: Screen shots and information about a product displayed in sequential order. 
Designed for a user who wants to walk through a feature or a program. 

tree view 
tree view: A hierarchical representation of the folders, files, disk drives, and other 
resources connected to a computer or network. For example, Windows Explorer uses a 
tree view to display the resources that are attached to a computer or a network. 

twain 
TWAIN: The de facto standard interface between software applications and image-
capturing devices such as scanners. Nearly all scanners contain a TWAIN driver, but 
only TWAIN-compatible software can use the technology. The TWAIN specification was 
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developed by the TWAIN Working Group, a consortium of industry vendors formed in 
1992. The name is thought by some to be an acronym for the phrase “technology 
without an interesting name,” although the TWAIN Working Group maintains the name 
is not an acronym. Others attribute the name to the quote “Ne’er the twain shall meet,” 
because the TWAIN driver and the application receiving the image are separated. 

TWAIN 
TWAIN: The de facto standard interface between software applications and image-
capturing devices such as scanners. Nearly all scanners contain a TWAIN driver, but 
only TWAIN-compatible software can use the technology. The TWAIN specification was 
developed by the TWAIN Working Group, a consortium of industry vendors formed in 
1992. The name is thought by some to be an acronym for the phrase “technology 
without an interesting name,” although the TWAIN Working Group maintains the name 
is not an acronym. Others attribute the name to the quote “Ne’er the twain shall meet,” 
because the TWAIN driver and the application receiving the image are separated. 

UDP 
UDP:  User Datagram Protocol. The connectionless protocol within TCP/IP that 
corresponds to the transport layer in the ISO/OSI reference model. UDP converts data 
messages generated by an application into packets to be sent via IP, but it is 
“unreliable” because it does not establish a path between sender and receiver before 
transmitting and does not verify that messages have been delivered correctly. UDP is 
more efficient than TCP, so it is used for various purposes, including SNMP; the 
reliability depends on the application that generates the message. 

URL 
URL: Uniform Resource Locator. An Internet address, as well as a standard method of 
naming files on the Web. A URL begins with a protocol name (such as http), followed 
by a colon and two forward slashes(//). Next comes the name of the internet server that 
the file is stored on, followed by directories that hold the file, separated by forward 
slashes(/). The filename comes last, as shown in the following example:  
http://www.mycompany.com/whatsnew.htm 

W3C 
W3C: Abbreviation for the World Wide Web Consortium, a standards body based in the 
United States, Europe, and Japan. The W3C is dedicated (in part) to encouraging the 
development of open Web standards, such as the HTML and XML document markup 
languages, to promote interoperability and assist the Web in achieving its potential. 

web browser 
Web Browser: Commonly called a browser. A software application for displaying HTML 
pages on the World Wide Web. Common browser applications include Microsoft 
Internet Explorer and Netscape Navigator. 

wildcard 
Wild Card: A wild card is a symbol that can replace any character for example cab, cad, 
cam, can, cap, car, and cat are all matches with ca* 

WSDL 
WSDL: Acronym for Web Services Description Language. An XML format developed to 
allow for better interoperability among Web services and development tools. WSDL 
describes network services as collections of communication endpoints capable of 
exchanging messages and is extensible to allow description of endpoints and their 
messages regardless of what message formats or network protocols are used to 
communicate. 

WWW 
WWW: World Wide Web. The graphical Internet hypertext service that uses the HTTP 
protocol to retrieve Web pages and other resources from Web servers. 

WYSIWYG 
WYSIWYG: What You See Is What You Get (pronounced Wizzy Wig). A development 
option that allows you to view items in the editor as they will display for end-users. 
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XML 
XML: Acronym for eXtensible Mark-up Language, a condensed form of SGML 
(Standard Generalized Mark-up Language). XML lets Web developers and designers 
create customized tags that offer greater flexibility in organizing and presenting 
information than is possible with the older HTML document coding system. XML is 
defined as a language standard published by the W3C and supported by the industry. 
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A 

ABN 
entity, 53, 58 

acknowledged flag 
records, 47 

acquire image button, 50 
action 

file tracking, 56 
action list by person report, 66 
action required 

record, 47 
actioned 

to-do list, 85 
activities 

file, 38 
activities tabs 

file, 15 
activity 

file, 14 
add 

contact address, 20 
file tracking, 56 

add button 
spell checker, 91 

add record, 16 
author tab, 19 
details tab, 18 
links tab, 24 
records browser, 17 
save record, 24 

address 
Australian Standard, 54 
entity, 54 
GNAF, 54 
history tab, 55 

address search, 64 
allocate record to file, 16 
application launch dialog, 11, 76 
appointment button, 81 
assign task 

to-do list, 21 
assigned 

to-do list, 84 
assigned by 

to-do list, 21, 84, 85 
assigned date 

to-do list, 85 
atachment 

to-do list, 21, 84, 86 
attachment, 44 

task, 47 
attachments tab, 24, 49 
Australian Standard 

AS4590-1999 Address Format, 54 

author 
search, 19, 100 

author tab, 19, 50 

B 

box, 37 
browser 

file tracks, 103 
navigation buttons, 88 
record, 46 
report viewer, 87 
resubmit tool, 103 
search button, 88 

browser navigation buttons, 50 
buiders licence number 

entity, 58 
builders licence number 

entity, 53 
button 

acquire image, 50 
add contact address, 20 
appointment, 81 
browser navigation, 50 
calculator, 80 
calendar, 80 
cancel, 61 
cancel changes, 24, 81 
change entity details, 53 
clear/ new, 52 
command, 87 
commit, 52 
contacts, 81 
date, 81 
delete, 97 
document map, 87, 88 
done 

to-do list, 21, 84 
edit address, 20 
edit contact, 20 
email, 81 
entity 

cancel, 60 
clear/ new, 60 
commit, 60 

export, 88 
export report, 90 
find, 91 
find person, 52 
import attachments, 50 
inbox, 81 
navigation, 88 
new file tracking, 56 
new record, 46 
new task 

to-do list, 21 
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next, 91 
page setup, 88, 89 
parameters, 87, 88 
parent report, 87, 88 
print, 80 
print layout, 88, 89 
print preview, 80 
print report, 88, 89 
records task, 47 
refresh report, 88, 89 
report options, 29 
save, 24, 79 
search, 19, 52, 61, 80, 88, 91 
select, 62, 97 
select scanner, 50 
spell checker 

add, 91 
cancel, 92 
ignore and ignore all, 91 
options, 92 
replace and replace all, 91 

stop rendering, 88 
task, 81 
to-do, 80, 82 
view report, 66 

C 

calculator button, 80 
calendar button, 80 
calendar control, 104 
cancel button, 61 

spell checker, 92 
cancel changes button, 24, 81 
check box 

organisation, 57 
christian name 

entity, 53, 58 
clear/ new button, 52 
clickonce, 5 
closed date, 38 
collapse file, 45 
colour 

status bar, 83 
command button, 87 

greyed out, 88 
comments 

file tracking, 56 
commit button, 52 
company information, 1 
complete file tab, 56 
completed flag 

records, 47 
contact 

add address, 20 
address, 2 
edit address, 20 
email, 2 
fax, 2 
phone, 2 

contact details 
edit, 20 

contact information, 2 
contacts button, 81 
correspondence register report, 70 

D 

data source, 82 
date 

file closed, 38 
file sentenced, 38 
file tracking, 56 
record, 47 

date button, 81 
date of birth 

entity, 53 
Date of Birth 

entity, 58 
date of death 

entity, 53 
Date of Death 

entity, 58 
date search, 63 
deadline 

to-do list, 21, 84 
delete button, 97 
destruction 

file, 37 
details 

entity, 57 
record, 46 

details tab, 18, 47 
notes, 49 

dialog 
application launch, 11, 76 
download complete, 8 
download progress, 8 
save, 7 
update available, 77 

direction 
record, 47 

display name 
entity, 58 

disposal schedule, 37 
DOB 

entity, 58 
document map button, 87, 88 
document register report, 67 

end date, 67 
file number, 67 
start date, 67 

document request report, 72 
done button 

to-do list, 21, 84 
download complete dialog, 8 
download progress, 8 
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E 

edit 
contact address, 20 
contact details, 20 
entity, 53 

edit address button, 20 
edit contact button, 20 
edit history 

entity, 59 
edited, 80 
email 

entity, 53, 58 
LGS, 2 

email button, 81 
email inbox button, 81 
employee number, 53 
en-AU.dic, 94 
end date 

document register report, 67 
entities, 57 
entity 

ABN, 53 
add, 26, 57 
address, 54 
builders licence number, 53 
cancel button, 60 
change details button, 53 
clear/ new button, 60 
commit button, 60 
date of birth, 53 
date of death, 53 
details, 57 
display name, 58 
DOB, 58 
edit, 26, 53, 57 
edit history, 59 
email, 53, 58 
employee number, 53 
fax, 53 
full name, 58 
given name, 53 
history tab, 53 
in cemetery, 53 
in cemetery flag, 58 
name, 58 
new, 60 
organisation, 52, 57 
similar enties slide control, 27 
similar entries, 59 
suffix, 53, 58 
surname, 53 
telephone, 53, 58 
title, 53, 58 
web site, 53, 58 

entity address, 21 
error message 

spell checker, 94 
expand file, 45 
export button, 88 

export report button, 90 

F 

family name 
entity, 58 

fax 
entity, 53 

fax number 
entity, 58 
LGS, 2 

file, 13, 43 
activities tab, 15 
activity, 14 
add, 13 
box, 37 
closed date, 38 
create new, 36 
edit, 13 
expand and collapse, 45 
file information, 36 
file listing, 38 
function, 14 
function tabs, 15 
heirarchy view, 44 
icon, 45 
maintenance, 36 
move, 39 
name, 13 
note tabs, 15 
other details, 14 
search, 97 
sentenced date, 38 
series number, 37 
spell checker dictionary, 94 
subject, 14 
subject tab, 15 

file activities tab, 40 
file browser 

resubmit tool, 103 
file destruction, 37 
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